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Thomas Moore
Care of the Soul

New York: Harper&Collins, 1994

- Renaissance philosophers often said that it is the soul that makes us

human. We can turn that idea round and note that it is when we are most

human that we have greatest access to soul. (...) By trying to avoid human

mistakes and failures, we move beyond the reach of soul. 9

- All work on the soul takes the form of a circle, a rotatio. (...) I keep in

mind the alchemical circulatio. The life of the soul, as the structure of dreams

reveals, is a continual going over and over the material of life. (...) Storytelling

is an ex-cellent way of caring for the soul. It helps us see the themes that

circle in our lives, the deep themes that tell the myths we live. It would take

only a slight shift in emphasis in therapy to focus on the storytelling itself

rather than on its interpretation. 13

- The ultimate cure, as many ancient and modern psychologies of depth

have asserted, comes from love and not from logic. (...) Often care of the

soul means not taking sides when there is a conflict at a deep level. It may

be necessary to stretch the heart wide enough to embrace contradiction

and paradox.14
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- Moralism is one of the most effective shields against the soul, pro-

tecting us from its intricacy. (...) I would go even further. As we get to know

the soul and fearlessly consider its oddities and the many different ways it

shows itself among individuals, we may develop a taste for the perverse.

We may come to appreciate its quirks and deviances. Indeed, we may even-

tually come to realize that individuality is born in the eccentricities and

unexpected shadow tendencies of the soul, moreso than in normality and

conformity. 17

- Care of the soul is interested in the not-so-normal, the way that soul

makes itself felt most clearly in the unusual expressions of a life, even and

maybe especially in the problematic ones. (...) Sometimes deviation from

the usual is a special revelation of truth. In alchemy this was referred to as

the opus contra naturam, an effect contrary to nature. We might see the

same kind of artful unnatural expression within our own lives. When nor-

mality explodes or breaks out into craziness or shadow, we might look closely,

before running for cover and before attempting to restore familiar order, at

the potential meaningfulness of the event. If we are going to be curious

about the soul, we may need to explore its deviations, its perverse tendency

to contradict expectations. And as a corollary, we might be suspicious of

normality. A facade or normality can hide a wealth of deviance, and be-

sides, it is fairly easy to recognize soullessness in the standardizing of expe-

rience. 18
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- If you attend the soul closely enough, with an educated and stead-

fast imagination, changes take place without your being aware of them

until they are all over and well in place. Care of the soul observes the para-

dox whereby a muscled, strong-willed pursuit of change can actually stand

in the way of substantive transformation. (...) Renaissance doctors said that

the essence of each person originates as a star in the heavens. (...) Care of

the soul, looking back with special regard to ancient psychologies for in-

sight and guidance, goes beyond the secular mythology of the self and re-

covers a sense of the sacredness of each individual life. This sacred quality is

not just value – all lives are important. It is the unfathomable that is the

very seed and heart of each individual. Shallow therapeutic manipulations

aimed at restoring normality or tuning a life according to standards reduces

– shrinks – the profound mystery to the pale dimensions of a social com-

mon denominator referred to as the adjusted personality. Care of the soul

sees another reality altogether. It appreciates the mystery of human suffer-

ing and does not offer the illusion of a problem-free life. It sees every fall

into ignorance and confusion as an opportunity to discover that the beast

residing at the center of the labyrinth is also an angel. The uniqueness of a

person is made up of the insane and the twisted as much as it is of the

rational and the normal. To approach this paradoxical point of tension where

adjustment and abnormality meet is to move closer to the realization of

our mystery-filled, star-born nature. 19, 20
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- The uniqueness of a person is made up of the insane and the twisted

as much as it is of the rational and normal. 20

- We have to care for this suffering with extreme reverence so that, in

our fear and anger at the beast, we do not overlook the star. 21

- It is usually best, when caring for the soul, to sit with what is there

and let your own imagination move, instead of making empty wishes or

attempting heroic changes. 32

- We have replaced secret wisdom with information. 35

- One psychologist says that people need to be empowered – that is

her definition of health. But there are also times when we may need to be

weak and powerless, vulnerable and open to experience, as were Odysseus

and Tristan, both of whom used their wits rather than their muscles. An-

other psychologist says people need to be capable of intimacy – relation-

ship is the ultimate goal. But soul also requires solitude and individuality.

            The goals stated by these therapists are monolithic and monarchical.

By focusing on a single value, we close ourselves off to many other possi-

bilities that may seem contrary to the chosen one. 37
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- Parents know how easy it is for their children to be attracted to people

and activities that are dangerous and that threaten to lead their children

into dark places. To the child, antisocial behavior can be fascinating, while to

the parent such a thing could destroy all their efforts to give the child a

sense of values and a decent path in life. We might understand the story of

Persephone as the myth of every child, realizing that the child’s susceptibil-

ity to dark people and places may be a dangerous but sometimes unavoid-

able way of soul-making. 42

- The soul needs to establish itself in the deathly realm, as well as in life.

48

- Sometimes we may need to stop growing. We may need to backstep

and regress. Growth, so often these days assumed automatically to be a

goal in psychology and in life in general, can become a sentimental value

that overlooks the necessity of such things as stagnancy and slippage. The

child is not honored if we always expect him to grow up, because a child is

not grown up. 50

- That child who is eternally present in our thoughts and dreams may

be full of weakness and faults, but that is who we are. We are who we are as

much because of our gaps and failures as because of our strengths. Besides,

the thought that adult problems go back to childhood keeps us in touch
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with that divinely powerful child and its fertile inferiority. Remember, soul

appears most easily in those places where we feel most inferior. 51

- Nicholas of Cusa, the great fifteenth-century theologian who wrote

a book about the importance of ‘educated ignorance’ says we have to find

ways to unlearn those things that screen us from the perception of pro-

found truth. We have to achieve the child’s unknowing because we have

been made so smart. Zen also recommends not losing the ‘beginner’s mind’,

so important for immediacy in experience. 52

- If we were really to care for the child, we would have to face our own

lower natures - our indomitable emotions, our insane desires, and the vast

range of our incapacity. (...) He [Carl Gustav Jung] goes on to say that a child

will arouse primitive longings in an adult for unfulfilled desires that have

been lost in adaptation to civilization. Certainly the widespread physical

abuse and sexual exploitation of children has to do with the difficult rela-

tionship we have to the archetypal child. 53

- Narcissism has no soul. In narcissism we take away the soul’s sub-

stance, its weight and importance, and reduce it to an echo of our own

thoughts. There is no such thing as the soul. We say. It is only the brain going

through its electrical and chemical changes. Or it is only behavior. Or it is

only memory and conditioning. In our social narcissism, we also dismiss the
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soul as irrelevant. We can prepare a city or national budget, but leave the

needs of the soul untended. Narcissism will not give its power to anything

as nymphlike as the soul. 58, 59

- What the narcissist does not understand is that the self-acceptance

he craves can’t be forced or manufactured. It has to be discovered, in a place

more introverted than the usual haunts of the narcissist. There has to be

some inner questioning, and maybe even confusion. 60, 61

- I suspect that this is a very concrete part of curing narcissism - talking

to the trees. By engaging the so-called 'inanimate' world ni dialogue, we

are acknowledging its soul. Not all consciousness is human. That in itself is a

narcissistic belief. 61

- Nations, as well as individuals, can go through this initiation. America

has a great longing to be the New World of opportunity and a moral bea-

con for the world. It longs to fulfill these narcissistic images of itself. At the

same time it is painful to realize the distance between the reality and that

image. America’s narcissism is strong. It is paraded before the world. If we

were to put the nation on the couch, we might discover that narcissism is

its most obvious symptom. And yet that narcissism holds the promise that

this all-important myth can find its way into life. In other words, America’s

narcissism is its refined puer spirit of genuine new vision. The trick is to find
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a way to that water of transformation where hard self-absorption turns into

loving dialogue with the world. 62

- Narcissus becomes able to love himself only when he learns to love

that self as an object. He now has a view of himself as someone else. This is

not ego loving ego; this is ego loving the soul, loving a face the soul pre-

sents. We might say that the cure for narcissism is to move from love of self,

which always has a hint of narcissism in it, to love of one’s deep soul. Or, to

put it another way, narcissism breaking up invites us to expand the bound-

aries of who we think we are. 63

- Images of dying may attend movements in our own narcissism: that

hard-shelled boy has to surrender his existence. The only way through our

narcissism is to feel the mortal wound, and end to the I-project we have set

up and maintained with such attention. Narcissism is not going to be cured

by literal fulfillment of the grandiose expectations for oneself entertained in

fantasy. That has to fail so that an ‘other’ may appear. 63

- Love’s fire chases the chill that had been characteristic of the old Nar-

cissus. Theological commentaries on this tale used it as moral evidence

against self-love, but in fact the story shows that love is the transforming

factor. Warming love creates soul. 64
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- Art can be a cure for narcissism. The words 'curator' and 'curé' are

essentially the same. By being the curator of our images, we care for our

souls. 65

- A neurotic narcissism won’t allow the time needed to stop, reflect,

and see the many emotions, memories, wishes, fantasies, desires, and fears

that make up the materials of the soul. As a result, the narcissistic person

becomes fixed on a single idea of who he is, and other possibilities are auto-

matically rejected. 67

- The narcissistic person simply does not know how profound and in-

teresting his nature is. In his narcissism he is condemned to carry the weight

of life’s responsibilities on his own shoulders. But once he discovers that

there are other figures who surround the ‘I’ personality, he can let them do

some of the work of life. Narcissism may look like an indulgent pleasure, but

beneath the façade of satisfaction lies an oppressive burden. The narcissis-

tic person tries very hard to be loved, but he never succeeds because he

doesn't realize yet that he has to love himself as other before he himself can

be loved. 68

- Some psychologists argue that the soaring, idealistic puer cries out

for grounding. He needs to experience life and tether his fanciful thoughts

to a humbler life. He needs to be pulled down to where the rest of us live.
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But I have doubts about such a compensatory move into the opposite atti-

tude. It could maintain the split and completely confuse the individual so

caught up in flights of fantasy. We could take a more homeopathic approach,

accepting what is given in the symptom while at the same time deepening

it. 70

- But the solution of narcissism is not ‘growing up’. On the contrary, the

solution to narcissism is to give the myth as much realization as possible, to

the point where a tiny bud appears indicating the flowering of personality

through its narcissism. (...) Narcissism is a condition in which a person does

not love himself. This failure in love comes through as its opposite because

the person tries so hard to find self-acceptance. The complex reveals itself

in the all-too-obvious effort and exaggeration. It’s clear to all around that

narcissism’s love is shallow. We know instinctively that someone who talks

about himself all the time must not have a very strong sense of self. To the

individual caught up in this myth, the failure to find self-love is felt as a kind

of masochism, and, whenever masochism comes into play, a sadistic ele-

ment is not far behind. The two attitudes are polar elements in a split power

archetype. 71

- False humility denies the ego the attention it craves, but the denial

itself is narcissistic, since it is a negative focus on ego rather than on the

pleasurable possibilities of life.
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            The healing of narcissism, the fulfillment of its symptomatic hunger,

is achieved by giving the ego what it needs – pleasure in accomplishment,

acceptance, and some degree of recognition. Masochistic refusal of the ego’s

desire is no way to care for the soul. (...) Spiritual programs are filled with

concerns for individual progress, acceptance by authorities, and the wish

for sainthood or some other high position. An alternative approach is to

hear the soul’s complaint and give it love and attention where it most needs

it, even where we are most suspicious.

            The secret of healing narcissism is not to heal it at all, but to listen to

it. (...) I am stuff. I am made up of things and qualities, and in loving these

things I love myself. 73

- We know our habits, our weaknesses, our strengths, our quirks. Look-

ing at them with interest and love does not have to be narcissistic. In fact,

an awareness of the qualities of the soul – the distance Narcissus feels from

his love object – may help transform narcissism into genuine love of self. (...)

The Empire State Building loses no stature because buildings near it are

taller and newer. It seems secure in its self-love. (...) Narcissism heals itself

away from loneliness into creation: in our narcissism we wound nature and

make things that cannot be loved, but when our narcissism is transformed,

the result is the love of self that engenders a sense of union with all nature

and things. 74
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- The trouble is that all too often our symptoms go unworked. Meta-

morphosis doesn’t happen without our artful participation. This is the teach-

ing of the Renaissance magicians like Ficino and Pico della Mirandola, who

wrote that we need to be the artists and poets of our own lives. Symptoms

are transformed by imagination. 76

- It may be useful to consider love less as an aspect of relationship and

more as an event of the soul. This is the point of view taken in ancient hand-

books. There is no talk about making relationships work, although there is

celebration of friendship and intimacy. The emphasis is on what love does

to the soul. Does it bring broader vision? Does it initiate the soul in some

way? Does it carry the lover away from earth to an awareness of divine

things? 78, 79

- Robert Burton in his massive self-help book of the seventeenth cen-

tury The Anatomy of Melancholy, says there is only one cure for the melan-

cholic sickness of love: enter into it with abandon. Some authors today ar-

gue that romantic love is such an illusion that we need to distrust it and

keep our wits about us so that we are not led astray. But warnings like this

betray a distrust of the soul. 81

- Love allows a person to see the true angelic nature of another per-

son, the halo, the aureole of divinity. Certainly from the perspective of ordi-
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nary life this is madness and illusion. But if we let loose our hold on our

philosophies and psychologies of enlightenment and reason, we might learn

to appreciate the perspective of eternity that enters life as madness, Plato’s

divine frenzy. 81

- It’s as though in care of the soul we have to write our own tragic

drama in order fully to know which myth we are in. This is one way to find

imagination in emotion, and soul can be uncovered only through imagina-

tion. 102

- When jealous feelings and images penetrate the heart and mind, a

kind of initiation takes place. The jealous person discovers new ways of think-

ing and a fresh appreciation for the complicated demands of love. It is a

baptism by fire into a new religion of the soul. 105

- He was pure and brutal, high-minded in his values and ugly in his

hatred of woman. His idealist values were so spotless that he didn’t see his

own shadow of haughtiness and misogyny. Purity had triumphed over his

soul, and therefore his soul was profoundly disturbed. (...) If we look with a

poetic eye, we can see that it makes sense for the governor of the universe

to want an erotic attachment with everything in the world. 106
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- One of the stumbling blocks for a monotheist approaching a poly-

theistic religion is the validation one finds everywhere in polytheism of un-

likely experiences. (...) In a culture that prizes individual freedom and choice,

the desire to possess is a piece of shadow, but it is also a real desire. 107

- The tension is between attachment to what is and the promise of a

new passion. In order to care for the soul, we may have no choice but to

open our hearts wide enough to contain that tension and polytheistically

give both needs a hearing. 111

- The God who brings the disease, it is said, is the one who heals it. This

is the ‘wounding healer’ or the ‘healing wounder’. 112

- The point in caring for the envious soul it not to get rid of the envy,

but to be guided back by it into one’s own fate. The pain in envy is like pain

in the body: it makes us stop and take notice of something that has gone

wrong and needs attention. What has gone wrong is that our close-up vi-

sion has been blurred. Envy is hyperopia of the soul, an inability to see what

is closest to us. We fail to see the necessity and value in our own lives. 114

- The real problem is not the individual’s ability to have a good life, it’s

his capacity not to have one. If we avoid the compensatory move into sup-

port and positive thinking, we can learn instead to honor the symptom and
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let it guide us in close care of the soul. (...) But dwelling in an imaginary life is

a way of avoiding soul. Soul is always attached to life in some way. 116

- This, for Jung, was exactly what self means: it is a fulcrum of action

and intelligence that feels the weight both of the soul and of the intellect.

This is not a mere theoretical construct. It can be, as Jung showed in his

own soul work, a way of life. (...) What is the source of this soul power, and

how can we tap into it? I believe it often comes from unexpected places. It

comes first of all from living close to the heart, and not at odds with it. There-

fore, paradoxically, soul power may emerge from failure, depression, and

loss. The general rule is that soul appears in the gaps and holes of experi-

ence. 120

- Considering who we are not, we may find the surprising revelation

of who we are. 121

- It is easy to overlook the obvious, persistent indications of soul ..., and

instead try to manufacture power with demanding and expensive efforts.

(...) One of the central difficulties involved in embarking on care of the soul is

grasping the nature of the soul’s discourse. The intellect works with reasons,

logic, analysis, research, equations, and pros and cons. But the soul prac-

tices a different kind of math and logic. It presents images that are not im-

mediately intelligible to the reasoning mind. It insinuates, offers fleeting
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impressions, persuades more with desire than with reasonableness. In or-

der to tap the soul’s power, one has to be conversant with its style, and

watchful. The soul’s indications are many, but they are usually extremely

subtle. 122

- How many times do we lose an occasion for soul work by leaping

ahead to final solutions without pausing to savor the undertones? We are a

radically bottom-line society, eager to act and to end tension, and thus we

lose opportunities to know ourselves for our motives and our secrets. (...)

Do we need to understand all mysteries? We are used to hearing about the

great revelations of science – the discovery of atoms, particles, and DNA –

and so quite naturally we think that mysteries are there to be solved. The

alternative seems strange, but at the same time it has its own appeal: use

our intelligence and skill to preserve the mysteries. 125

- In general, we keep our power when we protect the power of others.

(...) It would be a mistake to approach violence with any simple idea of get-

ting rid of it. Chances are, if we try to eradicate our violence, we will also cut

ourselves off from the deep power that sustains creative life. Besides, psy-

choanalysis teaches, repression never accomplishes what we want. The re-

pressed always returns in monstruous form. 126, 127

- It is not unusual for repressed forces and symptoms eventually to

reappear as objects; that is, our fantasy becomes crystallized in a thing that
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has the power and lure of a fetish. In this sense our nuclear arsenals with

their mystery and threat are dark carriers of what has been ignored in the

soul. Bombs and missiles give us a constant, daily association with our own

destruction. They are reminders that everything cannot be contained and

controlled, that as a society we can kill ourselves and obliterate other peoples

and the planet itself. This is an unprecedented fetish of power. 128

- When Mars is overlooked and undervalued, he is forced to appear in

fetish and in violent behavior. Mars is infinitely greater than personal ex-

pression of anger. Creative and destructive, he is life itself poised for struggle.

(...) If there is no soulfulness, then there is no true power, and if there is no

power, then there can be no true soulfulness. 129

- Violence has a great deal to do with shadow, in particular the shadow

of power. For many people born and raised in modern America, innocence

– the absence or rejection of shadow – is a strong obstacle to realizing the

soul’s power. (...) It gets repressed as shadow material, and as a result many

power struggles take place in secret, in an underhanded way. 131

- But in a manner not yet understood of the world he [Christ] regarded

sin and suffering as being in themselves beautiful holy things and modes of

perfection. 133
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- We only sustain violence in our world if we fail to admit its place in

our own hearts and identify only with unaffecting innocence. 134

- A soulful life is never without shadow, and some of the soul’s power

comes from its shadow qualities. If we want to live from our depths – soul-

fully – then we will have to give up all pretenses to innocence as the shadow

grows darker. The chief reward of surrendering innocence, so that the soul

may be fully expressed, is an increase of power. In the presence of deep

power, life becomes robust and passionate, signs that the soul is engaged

and being given expression. Mars, when he is honored, gives a deep red

hue to everything we do, quickening our lives with intensity, passion, force-

fulness, and courage. When he is neglected, we suffer the onslaughts of

uncontained violence. It is important, then, to revere the Marsian spirit and

to let the soul burst into life – in creativity, individuality, iconoclasm, and

imagination. 136

- In a society that is defended against the tragic sense of life, depres-

sion will appear as an enemy, an unredeemable malady; yet in such a soci-

ety, devoted to light, depression, in compensation, will be unusually strong.

137
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- If we persist in our modern way of treating depression as an illness to

be cured only mechanically and chemically, we may lose the gifts of the

soul that only depression can provide. 146

- For most people, their cardinal virtue is also their pivotal fault. 151

- Psychoanalysis has made elaborate attempts to chart connections

between psychological experience and physical illness, but generally both

psychology and medicine have been reluctant to read these poetic con-

nections. 158

- A poetic response to disease may seem inadequate in the context of

medical science, because science and art differ radically from the point of

interpretation. Therefore, a poetic reading of the body as it expresses itself

in illness calls for a new appreciation for the laws of imagination, in particu-

lar a willingness to let imagination keep moving into ever newer and deeper

insights. 159

- Poetry, whether in literature or in the body, is always demanding that

we hold together what seems to belong apart. 162

- The word disease means ‘not having your elbows in a relaxed posi-

tion’. ‘Ease’ comes from the Latin ansatus, ‘having handles’ or ‘elbows akimbo’
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– a relaxed posture, or at least not at work. Dis-ease means no elbows, no

elbow room. Ease is a form of pleasure, disease a loss of pleasure. A special-

ist in disease should begin his questions for diagnosis with issues of plea-

sure. Are you enjoying life? Where is it not pleasurable? Are you fighting

pleasure somewhere or in some part of your body that is seeking pleasure?

The history of philosophy demonstrates the remarkable fact that when-

ever soul is placed at the center of concern, pleasure is one of the most

prominent factors discussed. (...) The history of philosophy demonstrates

the remarkable fact that whenever soul is placed at the center of concern,

pleasure is one of the most prominent factors discussed. ... The motto of the

Florentine academy was displayed on a banner that read PLEASURE IN THE

PRESENT. In one of his letters he gives this epicurean advice: 'Let your medi-

tation walk no further than pleasure, and even a little behind.’ (...) The true

Epicurean devotes himself or herself to pleasure with attention to soul and

therefore doesn’t become compulsive about it.’ 164

- Ficino recommended a high culture of flowers and spices as a pow-

erful way to ensoul the world. (...) We might imagine much of our current

disease as the body asserting itself in a context of cultural numbing. The

stomach takes no pleasure in frozen and powdered foods. The back of the

neck complains about polyester. The feet die of boredom for lack of walking

in interesting places. The brain is depressed to find itself described as a com-

puter and the heart surely doesn’t enjoy being treated as a pump. There
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isn’t much opportunity to exercise the spleen these days, and the liver is no

longer the seat of passion. All these noble, richly poetic organs, teeming

with meaning and power, have been made into functions. (...) The Paracel-

sian physician would take into account the invisible factors at work in ill-

ness – emotions, thoughts, personal history, relationship, longing, fear, de-

sire, and so on. 165

- In the medical world, all of our high-tech language sings the song of

the wounded gods. (...) To think that the proper or natural state is to be

without wounds is an illusion. Any medicine motivated by the fantasy of

doing away with woundedness is trying to avoid the human condition. (...)

We could look for self-contradiction and self-alienation. 166

- All illness is meaningful, although its meaning may never be translat-

able into entirely rational terms. The point is not to understand the cause of

the disease and then solve the problem, but to get close enough to the

disease to restore the particular religious connection with life at which it

hints. (...) In a very real sense, we do not cure diseases, they cure us, by re-

storing our religious participation in life. 168

- As a psychotherapist, if I distance myself defensively from the prob-

lems my clients bring to me, I force them to carry universal illness while I try

to have power over the disease in order to be protected from it. Healing,
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however, may ask more from the doctor. It may require a willingness to

approach the illness as an intimate, as someone interested in the mystery,

and as a member of the human community affected by this disease. 169

- Our very habit of treating the body as a machine, whose muscles are

like pulleys and its organs engines, forces its poetry underground, so that

we experience the body as an instrument and see its poetics only in illness.

172

- We know that the body is a world of imagination, and that is the

essence of its soul. We might do more for its health by looking seriously at

artworks that reveal some of the body’s expressiveness than by taking vita-

mins and doing exercises. An unimagined body is on its way toward dis-

ease. In times of sickness we could also consider the body’s suffering as the

dream of its break-down. 174

- Soul and the erotic are always together. If our work doesn't have an

erotic tone to it, then it probably lacks soul as well. (...) From a depth point of

view, all work is liturgy. Ordinary actions, too, accomplish something for the

soul. 182

- We could learn from our ancestors that the familiar tasks involved in

an ordinary job have a presiding god and constitute a liturgy in relation to

that god. 183
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- This process of working the stuff of the soul, objectified in natural

materials, the alchemist called the opus, that is ‘the work’. We could imagine

our own everyday work alchemically in the same way. The plain concerns

of ordinary work are the raw material, the prima materia, as the alchemist

called it, for working out the soul’s matter. We work on the stuff or the soul

by means of the things of life. This is an ancient idea espoused by

Neoplatonists: ordinary life is a means of entry into higher spiritual activity.

Or we could say that at the very moment we are hard at work on some

worldly endeavor, we are also working on a different plane. 184

- The more deeply our work stirs imagination and corresponds to im-

ages that lie there at the bedrock of identity and fate, the more it will have

soul. (...) We are crafting outselves – individuating, to use the Jungian term.

Work is fundamental to the opus because the whole point of life is the fab-

rication of soul. 185

- Pride and narcissism are not the same thing; in a sense, they are op-

posites. Like Narcissus, we need to be objectified in an image, something

outside ourselves. (...) Narcissus discovers love when he finds that his nature

is completed in that part of his soul that is outside himself, in the soul of the

world. Read in this way, the story suggests that we will never achieve the

flowering of our own natures until we find that piece of ourselves, that lov-
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able twin, which lives in the world and as the world. Therefore, finding the

right work is like discovering your own soul in the world. 186

- It is not possible to care for the soul while violating or disregarding

one’s own moral sensibility. (...) Narcissus and work are further related be-

cause the love that goes out into our work comes back as love for the self.

Signs of this love and therefore of soul are feelings of attraction, desire, cu-

riosity, involvement, passion, and loyalty in relation to our work. 187

- One can imagine a radical restructuring of career counseling toward

focusing on the soul. Testing would then assess the nature of the opus rather

than aptitude, and discussion would touch upon issues much deeper than

the surface ego concerns of life. (...) In most work there can be a close rela-

tionship between caring for the world in which we live (ecology) and caring

for the quality of our way of life (economy). 189

- Money is not just a rational medium of exchange, it also carries the

soul of communal life. It has all the complications of soul, and, like sex and

disease, it is beyond the powers of control. It can fill us with compelling

desire, longing, envy, and greed. The lives of some people are shaped by the

lure of money, while others sense the temptation and take an ascetic route,

in order to avoid being tainted. Either way, money retains its powerful posi-

tion in the soul. 190
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- Ordinary failures in work are an inevitable part of the descent of the

spirit into human limitation. 196

- The narcissist says, ‘I’m a failure, I can’t do anything right.’ But indul-

gence in failure, wallowing in it rather than letting it affect the heart, is a

subtle defense against the corrosive action that is essential to it and that

fosters soul. By appreciating failure with imagination, we reconnect it to

success. Without the connection, work falls into grand narcissistic fantasies

of success and dismal feelings of failure. But as a mystery, failure is not mine,

it is an element in the work I am doing. 197

- But if we were to bring our very idea of creativity down to earth it

would not have to be reserved for exceptional individuals or identified with

brilliance. In ordinary life creativity means making something for the soul

our of every experience. 198

- The problem is that adjusting to life, while perhaps sane to all out-

ward appearances, may sometimes be detrimental to the soul. One day I

would like to make up my own DSM-III with a list of ‘disorders’ I have seen in

my practice. For example, I would want to include the diagnosis ‘psycho-

logical modernism’, an uncritical acceptance of the values of the modern

world. It includes blind faith in technology, in ordinate attachment to mate-

rial gadgets and conveniences, uncritical acceptance of the march of scien-
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tific progress, devotion to the electronic media, and a life-style dictated by

advertising. 206

- Philosophy lies at the base of every life problem, but it takes soul to

reflect on one’s own life with genuine philosophical seriousness. 207

- We want to know all about peoples from far away places, but we

don’t want to feel emotionally connected to them. Our passion for anthro-

pological knowledge is paradoxically xenophobic. Therefore, our many stud-

ies of world cultures are soulless, replacing the common bonding of hu-

manity and its shared wisdom with bites of information that have no way

of getting into us deeply, of nourishing and transforming out sense of our-

selves. Soul, of course, has been extracted from the beginning because we

conceive education to be about skills and information, not about depth of

feeling and imagination. 208

- Yet it is obvious that soul is not going to be healed solely by means of

one hour of interior retreat in the midst of an active modern life. Our retreat

from the world may have to be more serious and more constantly present

in our lives than a weekly counseling visit or an occasional camping trip.

210

- We can all create sacred books and boxes – a volume of dreams, a

heart-felt diary, a notebook of thoughts, a particularly meaningful album of
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photographs – and thus in a small but significant way can make the every-

day sacred. This kind of spirituality, so ordinary and close to home, is espe-

cially nourishing to the soul. 215

- Religion is never neutral. It justifies and inflames the emotions for a

holy war, and it fosters profound guilt about love and sex. 216

- Could it be that these neurotic rituals appear when imagination has

been lost and the soul is no longer cared for? In other words, neurotic ritu-

als could signify a loss of ritual in daily life that, if present, would keep the

soul in imagination and away from literalism. Neurosis could be defined as

a loss of imagination. (…) Knowing that everything we do, no matter how

simple, has a halo of imagination around it and can serve the soul enriches

life and makes the things around us more precious, more worthy of our

protection and care. (…) When traditional cultures carve elaborate faces

and bodies on their chairs and tools, they are acknowledging the soul in

ordinary things, as well as the fact that simple work is also ritual. 225, 226

- The intellect wants to know; the soul likes to be surprised. Intellect,

looking outward, wants enlightenment and the pleasure of a burning en-

thusiasm. The soul, always drawn inward, seeks contemplation and the more

shadowy, mysterious experience of the underworld. (…) I would define fun-
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damentalism as a defense against the overtones in life, the richness and

polytheism of imagination. 232, 233

- From the point of view of soul, the many churches and innumerable

understandings of Christianity are its richness, while any attempt to make

all churches one may ultimately be a threat to the very life of the religion.

235

- Fundamentalism tends to idealize and romanticize a story, winnow-

ing out the darker elements of doubt, hopelessness and emptiness. It pro-

tects us from the hard work of finding our own participation in meaning

and developing our own subtle moral values. The sacred teaching story,

which has the potential of deepening the mystery of our own identity, in-

stead is used defensively in fundamentalism, to spare us the anxiety of be-

ing an individual with choice, responsibility, and a continually changing sense

of self. The tragedy of fundamentalism in any context is its capacity to freeze

life into a solid cube of meaning. 236

- Bringing soul to a story entails de-moralizing our images, letting them

speak for themselves rather than for an ideology that restricts and slants

them from the beginning. 238
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- The soul's complex means of self-expression is an aspect of its depth

and subtlety. When we feel something soulfully, it is sometimes difficult to

express that feeling clearly. At a loss of words, we turn to stories and images.

Nicholas of Cusa concluded that we often have no alternative but to live

with 'enigmatic images'. Since soul is more concerned with relatedness than

intellectual understanding, the knowledge that comes from soul's intimacy

with experience is more difficult to articulate than the kind of analysis that

can be done at a distance. Soul is always in process, having, as Heraclitus

says, its own principle of movement; so it is difficult to pin down with defini-

tion or a fixed meaning. When spirituality loses contact with soul and these

values, it can become rigid, simplistic, moralistic, and authoritarian - quali-

ties that betray a loss of soul.' 239, 240

- Polytheistic religions, which see gods and goddesses everywhere, offer

useful guidance toward finding spiritual values in the world. You don't have

to be a polytheist in order to expand your spirituality in this way. 241

- Polytheism also leads us to find spirituality where we least expect it,

such as in an Aphroditic spirituality. We could discover that sex is a source of

deep mysteries of the soul and is truly a holy thing, and can be one of the

funda-mental experiences in the making of soul. Beauty, body, sensuality,

cosmetics, adornment, clothes, and jewelry - things we tend to treat in a
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secular fashion - find religious import in the rites and stories of Aphrodite.

242

- Soul knows the relativity of its claim on truth. (…) Insight is a frag-

ment of awareness that invites further exploration. Intellect tends to en-

shrine its truth, while soul hopes that insights will keep coming until some

degree of wisdom is achieved. Wisdom is the marriage of intellect’s longing

for truth and soul’ acceptance of the labyrinthine nature of the human con-

dition. 246, 247

- The bias toward spirit is so strong in modern culture that it will take a

profound revolution in the very way we think to give our spiritual lives the

depth and subtlety that are the gifts of soul. Therefore, a soul-oriented spiri-

tuality begins in a reevaluation of the qualities of soul: subtlety, complexity,

ripening, worldliness, incompleteness, ambiguity, wonder. 247

- Faith is a gift of spirit that allows the soul to remain attached to its

own unfolding. When faith is soulful, it is always planted in the soil of won-

der and questioning. It isn't a defensive and anxious holding on to certain

objects of belief, because doubt, as its shadow, can be brought into a faith

that is fully mature. 253
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- Both the angel of belief and the devil of doubt play constructive roles

in a full-rounded faith. The third part of the trinity is life in the flesh lived

with deep trust.

     If we don't allow some uncertainty into our faith as we practice it, we fall

victim to neurotic excesses: we may feel superior, or entitled to berate those

who have betrayed us, or we may become cynical about the possibility of

trust. 254

- I’ve worked with several people who are very devoted to religion

and pride themselves on their faith. But they have no trust in themselves,

and they don’t entrust themselves to life. In fact, they use their belief system

to keep life at a distance. 255

- Nicholas of Cusa wrote to a man named Giuliano, “All things Giulianize

in you.” The individual hard at work in the process of soul-making is becom-

ing a microcosm, a ‘human world’. (…) The path of soul is also the path of

the fool, the one without pretense of self-knowledge or individuation or

certainly perfection. 261

- As we become transparent, revealed for exactly who we are and not

who we wish to be, then the mystery of human life as a whole glistens

momentarily in a flash of incarnation. Spirituality emanates from the ordi-

nariness of this human life made transparent by lifelong tending to its na-
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ture and fate. (…) You will have the spiritual radiance of the holy fool who

has dared to live life as it presents itself and to unfold personality with its

heavy yet creative dose of imperfection. 262

- Our depressions, jealousies, narcissism, and failures are not at odds

with the spiritual life. Indeed, they are essential to it. When tended, they

prevent the spirit from zooming off into the ozone of perfectionism and

spiritual pride. 263

- But the soul is not the ego. It is the infinite depth of a person and of a

society, comprising all the many mysterious aspects that go together to

make up our identity. 267

- The soul exists beyond our personal circumstances and conceptions.

The Renaissance magus understood that our soul, the mystery we glimpse

when we look deeply into ourselves, is part of a larger soul, the soul of the

world, anima mundi. This world soul affects each individual thing, whether

natural or human-made. You have a soul, the tree in front of your house has

a soul, but so too does the car parked under that tree. (…) In this sense, care

of the soul is a step outside the paradigm of modernism, into something

entirely different. My own position changes when I grant the world its soul.

Then, as the things of the world present themselves vividly, I watch and

listen. I respect them because I am not their creator and controller. They
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have as much personality and independence as I do. (…) An animal reveals

its soul in its striking appearance, in its life habits, and in its style. The things

of nature similarly show themselves with extraordinary particularity. A river’s

power and beauty give it an imposing presence. A striking building stands

before us as an individual every bit as soulful as we are. 268

- What if we took more seriously this capacity of things to be close to

us, to reveal their beauty and expressive subjectivity? The result would be a

soul-ecology, a responsibility to the things of the world based on apprecia-

tion and relatedness rather than on abstract principle. (…) We can only treat

badly those things whose souls we disregard. (…) A deep ecological sensi-

bility can come only from the deep soul, which thrives in community, in

thinking that is not detached from the heart, and in relatedness to particu-

lars. It’s a simple idea: if you don’t love things in particular, you cannot love

the world, because the world doesn’t exist except in individual things. 270

- Let’s return to the word ecology. As we have already seen, oikos means

‘home’. Speaking from the point of view of soul, ecology is not earth sci-

ence, it is home science; it has to do with cultivating a sense of home wher-

ever we are, in whatever context. The things of the world are part of our

home environment, and so a soulful ecology is rooted in the feeling that

this world is our home and that our responsibility to it comes not from ob-

ligation or logic but from true affection. (…) We assume that homelessness
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has to do with economics, when it is more the mirror of the society and

culture we have made. 271

- If things have soul, then they can also suffer and become neurotic:

such is the nature of soul. Care of the soul therefore entails looking out for

things, noticing where and how they are suffering, seeing their neuroses,

and nursing them back to health. 272

- On the strings of this great world guitar are angels, humans and

things. We all vibrate sympathetically like different octaves of the same tone,

our human hearts pulsing in the same rhythms as those of the material and

spiritual worlds. We participate in the fate and condition of our objects, just

as they participate in ours. 273

- The trashed-out areas of our cities, the billboards on our highways

that prevent us from seeing nature’s beauty, the thoughtless destruction of

buildings that have memory and a long past, and the construction of cheap

housing and commercial buildings – these and countless other soulless ways

of dealing with things indicate anger, a rage at the world itself. When our

citizens spray-paint a trolley or subway or a bridge or a sidewalk, clearly

they are not just angry at society. They are raging at things. If we are going

to understand our relationship with the things of the world, we have to find

some insight into this anger, because at a certain level those people who
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are desecrating our public places are doing a job for us. We are implicated

in their acting out. 274

- Care of the world soul, therefore, requires that we see things less for

what they can do and more for what they are. (…) In a world where soul is

neglected, beauty is placed last on its list of priorities. 277

- This assumption that beauty is an accessory, and dispensable, shows

that we don't understand the importance of giving the soul what it needs.

The soul is nurtured by beauty. (…) But if our idea of psychology is based on

the soul, then the goal of our therapeutic efforts will be beauty. 278

- Religion has always understood the value of beauty, as we can see in

churches and temples, which are never built for purely practical consider-

ations, but always for the imagination. 279

- The work of dark angels is not altogether different from those who

wear white. Here, then, is another way to interpret the abuse of things – as

an underworld attempt to reestablish their sacredness. (…) The word pas-

sion means basically ‘to be affected’, and passion is the essential energy of

the soul. 280
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- These Renaissance masters taught what we need to cultivate our

relationship to the ensouled world through simple daily mindfulness and

imaginative practices. They recommended careful exposure to specific kinds

of music, art, food, landscapes, cultures, and climate. They were Epicureans

of a sort, believing that things are rich in what they can offer the soul, but in

order to receive that richness we must learn to enjoy things in moderation

and use them with discrimination. 281, 282

- The secularism of our age, in contrast, forces religion and theology

into a chamber, usually a university or a seminary, isolated from commerce

and government. Yet soul requires a theological and artistic vision that in-

fluences every part of our lives. 282

- To care for the soul we will need to give up our limited ideas of what

psychology is, our attempts to gain rational control over our moods and

emotions, our illusion that our consciousness is the only sign of soul in the

universe, and our desire for dominance over nature and fabricated things.

We will have to expose ourselves to beauty, risking the irrationality it stirs

up and the interference it can place in the way of our march toward tech-

nological progress. We may have to give up many projects that seem im-

portant to modern life, in the name of sacred nature and the need for beau-

tiful things. And we may have to do these things both communally and

individually, as part of our effort finally to care for the soul. 283
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- From some grand overview of life, it may seem that only the big

events are ultimately important. But to the soul, the most minute details

and the most ordinary activities, carried out with mindfulness and art, have

an effect far beyond their apparent insignificance. (…) The fine arts are el-

evated and set apart from life, becoming too precious and therefore irrel-

evant. Having banished art to the museum, we fail to give it a place in ordi-

nary life. One of the most effective forms of repression is to give a thing

excessive honor. 285, 286

- A common symptom of modern life is that there is no time for

thought, or even for letting impressions of a day sink in. Yet it is only when

the world enters the heart that it can be made into soul. (…) There is no

doubt that some people spare themselves the expense and trouble of psy-

chotherapy simply by giving themselves a few minutes each day for quiet

reflection. This simple act would provide what is missing in their lives: a

period of non-doing that is essential nourishment to the soul. 286, 287

- Taking time with things, we get to know them more intimately and

to feel more genuinely connected to them. One of the symptoms of mod-

ern soullessness, an alienation from nature and things as well as from our

fellow human beings, might be overcome if we took time with whatever

we are dealing with. 287
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- If we could loosen our grip on the functionality of life and let our-

selves be arrested by the imaginal richness that surrounds all objects, natu-

ral and human-made, we might ground our secular attitudes in a religious

sensibility and give ordinary life soul. 289

- Becoming the artists and theologians of our own lives, we can ap-

proach the depth that is the domain of soul. When we leave art only to the

accomplished painter and the museum, instead of fostering our own artful

sensibilities through them, then our lives lose opportu-nities for soul. 290

- The most honest route may be the most difficult to take. It is not easy

to visit the place in ourselves that is most challenging and to look straight

into the image that gives us the most right; yet there, where the work is

most intense, is the source of soul. (…) Dreams truly are the mythology of

the soul and working with them forms a major piece in the project of mak-

ing life more artful. 291

- Instead of trying to figure out the dream, we are letting the dream

figure us out, allowing the dream to influence and shape our way of imag-

ining. 292

- Having patience with dreams is extremely important, and is more

effective in the long run than any exercise of knowledge, techniques, and
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tricks. The dream reveals itself on its own timetable, but it does reveal itself.

292, 293

- The desire to squeeze a single meaning out of a dream or a work of

art or a tale from life is inherently and profoundly Promethean. We want to

steal the fire from the gods for the sake of humanity. We want to replace

divine mystery with human rationality. But this loss of complexity and mys-

tery in our everyday response to life stories entails a loss of soul as well,

because soul always manifests itself in mystery and multiplicity. 296, 297

- But there is another possible way to understand the creations of the

dream world. What if there were no hidden meaning, no underlying mes-

sage? What is we chose to confront images in all their mystery, deciding

whether to follow their lead or to struggle with them. 298

- Ficino warned against living in conflict with the daimon lest you suc-

cumb to the worst kind of soul sickness. As an example, he says you should

never decide where to live without taking into full consideration the de-

mands of the daimon, which may appear as an intuitive attraction or inhi-

bition. 299

- Art teaches us to respect imagination as something far beyond hu-

man creation and intention. To live our ordinary life artfully is to have this
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sensibility about the things of daily life, to live more intuitively and to be

willing to surrender a measure of our rationality and control in return for

the gifts of soul. 300

- When we grow up and begin to think of the art gallery as much more

advanced than the refrigerator door, we lose an important ritual of child-

hood, giving it away to the professional artist. 302

- Art shows us what is already there in the ordinary, but without art we

live under the illusion that there is only time, and not eternity. (…) To the

soul, memory is more important than planning, art more compelling than

reason, and love more fulfilling than understanding. 304


